
 
 
August 12, 2021 

 

We are excited to begin another HEAT archery season.  When COVID ended our 2020-2021 season in January, we did not 

stop working on the program.  Here are a couple of positive changes you will notice coming into the 2021-2022 archery 

season. 

HEAT Archery and Ignite Athletics Merger  

We have merged the HEAT Archery program with Ignite Athletics.  Previously, HEAT archery was operating under the 

501c(3) Homeschool Archery Club of WV with the purpose of providing homeschooled students the opportunity to 

compete in the team sport of archery.  The program has been very successful over the last several years having won 

many tournament accolades, qualified many archers for the state tournament and having one archer to qualify for the 

national tournament in Louisville, KY.   

Ignite Athletics is a 501c(3) that began 8 years ago as Ignite Homeschool Sports with the following mission: 

Ignite Athletics is a Christian organization offering competitive team sports to homeschooled students. 

Ignite Athletics has grown to become a successful program as well.  Currently, Ignite offers girls volleyball, boys 

basketball, track and field, cross country and now archery.  The combining of these two successful programs with a 

nearly identical mission will serve to strengthen and unify the homeschool community in our area and in the state.   

As a result of the merger, we anticipate growing the number of participants this season and grow the coaching staff as 

well by an additional 3 to 5 NASP® Certified Basic Archery Instructors. We look forward to a very bright and successful 

future.  

 

Homeschool Rule Changes    

Annitta Robinson has done a tremendous amount of work since January.  She has been paramount in communicating 

and coordinating efforts from various homeschool archery programs from across the country to address many of the 

rule changes that were (disproportionately) applied to the homeschool archery programs in every state.  In our opinion, 

the rule changes over the last few years were making it EXTREMELY difficult for the homeschool community to compete 

in the NASP® tournaments at the team level.  I am happy to report, that due to the efforts of Annitta (and many other 

individuals affiliated with homeschool archery programs throughout the country), the 2021-2022 Season NASP® Rules 

are much more conducive to homeschool archery TEAMS than the past few years. 

     

We look forward to seeing everyone soon to begin the next chapter of the archery program.  Please contact us with any 

questions. 

 

All the best, 

 

Whitney P. Stricklin    Annitta Robinson 
Athletic Director—HEAT Archery    Head Coach—HEAT Archery 

IGNITE Athletics      IGNITE Athletics 

304-421-1638      304-437-2627 

whitney.stricklin@igniteathletics.org  HEATarchery@gmail.com 
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